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Juv090. Juvenal and Persius 

Lyon, [Jacques Myt], for Barthélemy Trot 30 June 1515 

Title page: A1r: IVVENALIS. | PERSIVS. 

Colophon: 17v: Impreſſum impenſis Bartholomei trot anno a Virginis | partu milleſimo quingenteſimo 
decimo quinto ultimo die | menſis Iunij 

Collation: Narrow median 8°: A–G8 H10 I8, 74 leaves (18 blank), unnumbered. 

Contents: A1r title page; A1v Aldus’s letter; A2r ‘IVNII IVVENALIS AQVINATIS | SATYRA 
PRIMA. | (S6)EMPER EGO AVDITOR | tantum? nunquam ne reponam? | Vexatus toties rauci 
theſeide | Codri? |’; on H6r ‘| Vt læti phaleris omnes, & torquibus omnes. | FINIS. |’; H6v blank. 

H7r Persius Prologus; on I7v ‘| Inuentus Chryſippe tui finitor acerui. | FINIS. |’; In Prologo 

lege: colophon; I8 blank. 

Typography: 79It; Gk; 3-line initial spaces with guide letters; 32 lines; type area 128(136) × 

64 mm; signed $–$ iiij; quire catchwords; running titles: ‘SATYRA || PRIMA’ etc. 

Paper: Narrow median paper (estimated sheet size 44 × 38 cm): largest recorded page size 

16.5 × 10 cm (British Library), 17 × 9.5 cm (Morgan Library). 

9.25 edition sheets. 

Printed with the typographical material of J. Myt. 

This is a further imitation of the Aldine Juvenal but cannot strictly be counted as a 

counterfeit edition as it is signed by its publisher and is in any case not a page-by-page 

reprint, occupying four fewer leaves than the Aldine edition. It appears to have been set 

from the fourth Aldine counterfeit (Juv084), judging by the presence of the Greek words 

and the word ‘FINIS’ at the end of the text (found only in the third and fourth Lyon 

counterfeits) and the setting of the letter on A1v. 

As with the true Aldine editions, this edition seems to have been printed on a narrow 

median size of paper, making the copies particularly tall. 

Bibliographical references: Baudrier, viii, 430; Renouard, Alde, p. 313, no. 47; Morgan 97; 

Shaw, ‘Lyons counterfeit’, no. 61; Gültlingen, ii, 109: 31; UCLA, Ahmanson-Murphy 

catalogue, no 1157; USTC 144449. 

Locations: Amsterdam: UL. Cambridge (MA): Harvard UL, Houghton Library (*Lp 15.5.15). 

Cambridge (MA): Harvard UL, Houghton Library (*Li 13.108.2; lacks last blank leaf). 

London: British Library (*11385.b.24). Manchester: JRyUL (2 copies: 20782; 

R213334). New Haven: Yale UL, Beinecke Library. New York: Morgan Library 

(*1400). Nîmes: BCarré. Stanford (CA): Stanford UL.  

[10 copies] 

Digitised copies: British Library: 

http://access.bl.uk/item/viewer/ark:/81055/vdc_100032405352.0x000001 
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